ETS Inside – Benefits

ETS stored on a KNX device – Smart, Simple, Safe
With the new **ETS Inside**, you now have the option of approaching **KNX** in a completely new and revolutionary way!

- Create **KNX installations with ETS “inside”** for your home/building
- Use **ETS Inside on any device (tablet/smartphone) / PC**
- Store your **ETS “inside” in your home/building**

**ETS Inside – Benefits**

ETS stored on a **KNX device – Smart, Simple, Safe**

ETS Inside allows you to create and manage KNX installations with your phone, tablet or PC. ETS Inside is the ideal tool for KNX installers, from beginners to experts. Key-features of this new KNX Association tool include smart working procedures and a simplified user interface.
Benefits

For Installers:

Easier market entry
Installers can immediately get started commissioning their ETS project without extensive training. This enables more rapid market entry, especially for new KNX installers.

Reduced start-up effort
The ETS Inside is available for a fraction of the cost of a full ETS Professional licence, allowing the KNX installer to get started using KNX without high investments.

Use of regular KNX devices
All certified KNX devices can be configured with ETS Inside, that includes more than 7,000 available KNX certified products.

Exchange data with ETS Professional
ETS Inside projects can be fully synchronised with ETS Professional, thereby allowing further configuration on a wide range of platforms. This also makes it possible to implement more sophisticated projects with ETS Professional, while configuring them with ETS Inside.

For Users:

Remote access to your installation
To facilitate control and configuration, the user is able to access the project from anywhere in the world via KNXnetIP. Having access to the installation allows the user to get a detailed status update for each device and make modifications remotely.

ETS Inside for any device: use your own tablet/computer with iOS, Windows or Android
The ETS Inside (client) is available in all standard app stores, such as the Google Play Store, Apple App Store and Windows Store. The app is available for download free of charge.

Change individual parameters yourself
Need to make a few small adjustments to the installation? Thanks to the ETS Inside, the user now personally can make modifications to the installations. Enabled functionality makes it possible for the user to react to changes independently and right away.

Store your KNX project inside your home/building
Once an ETS Inside project has been integrated into an installation it remains part of it. Inconvenient project recoveries, reconfigurations, or lost KNX Project files are a thing of the past — ETS Inside means your project stays where it’s meant to.

For Manufacturers:

ETS Inside supports all certified KNX devices
ETS Professional or ETS Inside: any certified device can be configured with either tool. No gateways are needed, no new specifications have to be studied and no new product training is required. This allows KNX manufacturers to broaden their customer base even more.

ETS Inside also supports KNX Secure
Using ETS Inside also stands for implementing the highest security standards for home and building control. With ETS Inside, you are always on the safe side.

---

1) Plug-ins not supported by ETS Inside.
2) Feature available from 2nd half of 2017 onwards.

Please visit the ETS Inside website for more information about use, features, benefits, guidelines, FAQs, etc. at http://etsinside.knx.org.